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A Main Result from IPCC AR5: 
Consumption Losses vs. Concentration in 2100 

IPCC AR5 WGIII Ch6
Fig 6.21b (2014)
Clarke et al. 



Definition of Scenario Classes in 
IPCC AR5 WGIII

Category Label in Terms of Concentration in 2100

Syn, Table SPM.1 



Linking the Paris 2015 Agreement 

and IPCC AR5

• ~1000 integrated energy-economy-climate scenarios are 

categorized according to their CO2eq concentrations in 

2100 by IPCC AR5 (2014).

• However the Paris 2015 agreement recognizes the 2°C 

target (‘2° target’) as a legally binding international target.

• A major fraction of those scenarios does not project 

global mean temperature and/or was constructed under 

alternative climate targets (on concentration or emission).
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“If temperature targets are replaced by 

alternative climate targets: 

What economic inefficiency or environmental 

ineffectiveness are induced by that?”

and

“What alternative targets are 

particularly suitable?”

These observations motivate our questions:



Preview of Key Findings

• A time-limited concentration target 

outperforms…

• …cumulative emissions targets which in turn 

outperform…

• …all-time concentration targets.
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Discussion in the Decision-Analytic Framework of 

Cost Effectiveness Analysis

Ramsey-Type 

Macroeconomic 

Growth Model

Costs of Various

Energy Systems
Carbon Cycle

(+Climate) Module

Energy system
investments Energy as 

production
factor

CO2 emissions
from fossil sector

Compliance with
Climate Target?

Max 𝑊 ≔ න𝑈 𝑒−𝑟𝑡d𝑡 subject to a climate target



Defining the T*-Equivalent

in an Alternative Metric

• We call a target an “internal target” 

if it is defined not by a stakeholder, but derived from the internal 

dynamics of the system induced by an existing target. 

• Let “∀t T ≤ T*” the original (temperature) target. 

• Then “∀t C ≤ C*” (e.g. concentration) is the “subsidiary internal 

target” iff

– a cost effectiveness analysis based on C* delivers 

Maxt {T(t)} = T*   and

– ∀C*’≠C* with Maxt {T(t) | C*’} = T*        W(C*’) ≤ W(C*) 

 It leads to compliance with the original target at maximum 

welfare. 10



Internal All-Time Concentration vs. Internal Cumulative

2200-Emissions-Target for the MIND Model
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BGE Loss:

+ 20%
+ 50%    

Internal All-Time Concentration vs. Internal Cumulative 

2200-Emissions-Target for the MIND Model
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BGE Loss:

+ 20%
+ 50%    

Both alternative targets are inefficient (T<T* for most of the time).

Internal All-Time Concentration vs. Internal Cumulative 

2200-Emissions-Target for the MIND Model



For any Temperature Target 

Cumulative Emissions-Based Internal Targets Outperform 

Internal All-Time Concentration Targets
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Economic Losses
Normalized to
2°-Target



• Searching for C*, F* while asking for identical 
economic loss as for T*.

• This induces overshoot in T  by 

– 0.2°C   for C*

– 0.1°C   for F*. 

Instead Asking for Economic Equivalence



Noticing Overshoot Behavior in Concentration

→ Define Time-Limited Concentration Targets

16(Starting Year of Target)



Overshoot period utilized for economic gain.





Caveats

• Sensitivity studies are due.

– With respect to uncertainty in climate sensitivity, such 

CEA can be in interpreted as good approximations of 

chance constraint programming or cost risk analysis, 

though.

• Rather simplified climate and energy system 

modules.

– However qualitative effects should be robust 

(overshoot, budget dynamics).
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Summary and Conclusions

• From the point of view of a 2°-target interested 

stakeholder, analyses with alternative targets lead to 

economic losses.  

• We define “internal targets” as those numerical values for 

alternative metrics that retrieve the economic optimum 

while still complying with the original target.

• IPCC AR6 might consider t>2060 concentration values as 

metric for categorization.
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All-time 
concentration

Cumulative
Emission

t>2060 
concentration 

Additional loss + 50% + 20 % + 12%


